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Feed Sacks: Not just for Chickens!
by Kay Younger Mallon

Kay Younger Mallon in her Convent High School (1953-1957)
uniform

The Journal for Progressive
Stockmen and Businessmen
August 17, 1950

Thomas Elmo Dandurant and
wife Maggie (Mary Magdelen Meagher), grandparents of the author. It
was Maggie who made the feed sack quits and clothing.

When my sister Connie
Younger and I were children, my grandmother Maggie Dandurant took us to the
feed store to buy chicken feed. But it wasn’t just an hunt for chickenfeed; it was a
hunt for our next little dresses.
Chicken feed and flour used to come
packaged in gaily patterned fabric sacks,
which we bought for sewing. Grandma
would take my mother Teresa Dandurant
Younger along with my sister Connie and
me to choose the bags of chicken seed in
the fabrics we liked. Then Grandma made
dresses for my mother and us girls. She
also made quilts and pillow cases with the
fabric backs.
Connie and I also wore uniforms as students at St. Francis Xavier grade school
for 8 years. At the Convent of the Sacred
Heart High School from 1953 to 1957, the
uniform was a navy skirt and Ship ‘n
Shore white short-sleeve blouses. We also
had a white linen dress for special days.


Left to right: Kay Younger Mallon, Barbara Torres,
Karlyn Valentine, Patty Bazan
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Getting There is Half the Fun
by Linda Ellis Benedetti

Note: this story was omitted from the
Transportation issue due to email
problems.
“Getting there is half the fun,” I
always said to my young children. That
was true when they were kids, but not
so much when I was little. I was born
in Kansas City, Missouri in May 1943
and we moved from there back to
Oklahoma after my birth. A few
months later, my Dad landed a job with
the prestigious DuPont Company located in Wilmington, Delaware.
Dad took a train East and settled in a
room at the YMCA until he could find
someplace for my Mother, sister and
me (7 months old) to live, no easy task,
because in 1943, the middle of World
War II, most housing on the East Coast
was for the military and the burgeoning
war industries.
Dad persevered and by January,
1944 he telegraphed my Mom that he
had found a place. In the letter he sent
later that week, his tone was hesitant.
But, he said, it was clean and had a
coal stove. It was a row house built for
those engaged in war work. But they
were new and clean. According to
Mom, it was a step up from the places
they were able to fine in Texas and

Oklahoma. But the worst thing was the
coal stove. The thing was a black iron
monstrosity that steamed out hot water
every day and you had to steer clear of
it unless you wanted to be badly
burned. How she cooked on that thing I
will never know!
That was just some of the bad news.
The other bad news was that my
mother and my six-year-old sister and
the baby (me) would have to come
alone to New Castle, Delaware on the
train.
It is 1200 miles from New Castle to
Union Station and it was wartime. But,
Mom being the intrepid person she
always was bundled me up and put a
snowsuit on my sister Virginia, and
Mom’s father Dee Joseph took us
downtown to catch the train. My
grandfather Dee owned an auto parts
store on Grand Avenue and he was an
experienced (if somewhat reckless)
driver. The train left at noon and by
11:30 he had all three of us on the train
and they said their goodbyes with hugs
and kisses. The picture at right is of
Kansas City’s Union Station on a busy
day in 1943, so you can imagine what
it was like to get to our train!
The journey was a two day, two
night trip with a change of trains in

Chicago…during a blizzard that nearly
shut down the whole railroad. This
could have been the trip from hell but
the other passengers were a big help to
a nursing mother and a 6-year-old not
accustomed to be being cooped up on a
moving train.
The other passengers were Army,
Navy, and Marines and Air Force on
their way back from leave time and
headed for their bases on the East
Coast. Many were headed for Europe
and the awful war there. Many were
already homesick for Mom’s cooking
and the quietness of small town Missouri.
At the outset, Mom said she had
many volunteers, men and women
alike, who wanted to help her endure
(Continued on page 2)

Dee Joseph’s Auto Parts Store on Grand Avenue in Kansas City, MO
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the trip. My sister immediately had
aunts and uncles and grandparents
ready to walk her around and buy her
snacks every time the cart came by on
the train. I was treated to walks up and
down the aisle and being passed
around like some blond, cuddly toy.
My mother was amazed at the friendliness of everyone and her ability to actually have an adult conversation with
someone her own age.
We slept in a Pullman car (two bunk
beds and a small lavatory) and by the
time bedtime rolled around my Mom
had two very tired and happy children.
I imagine that the train was dirty and
noisy and crowded but Mom never
mentioned that. It was the feeling of
family and everyone helping this
lovely young woman with two small
children that she remembered.
When the train reached Chicago the
conductor helped us off and a group of
soldiers found our next train and got us
settled. It was like saying goodbye to
family all over again.
The same routine followed my
Mother and sister and me as we rolled
on South to the station in New Castle
where Dad was there to meet us. He
told Mom later that he expected to find
a ragtag group of very disgruntled children and a worn out wife. What he
found was his small family surrounded
by every sort of military personnel.
They handed us off to Dad and my sister spent several days explaining about
all the folks we met on the way from
Kansas City.
We lived in Delaware until 1949
when Dad got promoted to the plant in
New Jersey, meaning more moving,
but this time by ferry boat and not a
train.
I vaguely remember having visits
from some of those young men to our
small place in Delaware. Some lived in
the vicinity while others came from far
away. They remembered our trip as a
chance to be with a family and be helpful as they forgot some of their own
sadness at going away again.
I am so glad mom shared this story
of our journey from Kansas City to
New Castle with me. She was a strong
woman and always attracted people

June after the author’s birth in May: Virginia Ellis (sister), Esther Ellis (mother), Linda
Ellis (baby), Albert Ellis (father).

who cared about her as much as we
did.
I know we took the train again when
we came to visit the grandparents in
Kansas City but by then we could
amuse ourselves and run back and
forth and make nuisances of ourselves
with the genial conductor. But according to my parents, it was not the same
feeling we got in 1943. With all of the
awful things happening in the world
then, the feeling was that we were all
in this together and so we were,
whether it was hurtling through a
snowy night, or traveling through wartime together as humans.
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Little Boots and Shoes
by John Corcoran

My father’s riding boots have a romantic connection to our genealogy.
My Irish father, John Daniel Corcoran, Sr., met my mother, Emma
Louise Vienhage, at a riding stable in
St. Joseph; its location is unknown, but
it may have been in Krug Park. I have
kept his leather golden brown riding
boots, and recently, my granddaughter
Clara Lyman, who loves horses, tried
on her great-grandfather’s riding boots
and surprised us all when they fit her.
We have another clothing item that
would be of interest especially to
nurses: my mother’s first nursing uniform, saved by my aunt Marjorie Vienhage Rathburn’s daughter Suzy
Rathburn Bigelow. Suzy and her hus-

John Daniel Corcoran in his riding boots.

band bought my mother’s house
after she died in 1980. Fortunately
they saved the contents of the attic
that they thought we would eventually want.
The dress resembles a Barbie doll
version of a Civil War nursing uniform. When it was uncovered in the attic, inserted in
a pocket was a handkerchief
with my mother’s sister’s
name, Marjorie, reminding
me that Aunt Marjorie Vienhage Rathburn wore the
same uniform when she took

Nursing uniform belonging to
Marjorie Vienhage Rathburn
Clara Lyman, great-granddaughter of
John Daniel Corcoran, wearing his riding
boots. She is holding the wedding picture
of her great-grandparents, John Corcoran
and Emma Vienhage.
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The Journal

care of my grandfather, John Joseph
Corcoran. Perhaps this is why my
cousin Suzy saved the uniform.
(Continued on page 4)
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Stored along with the nursing uniform was my mother’s nursing certificate. Paper stored in an attic for any
length of time ends up in shreds, but
we were able to piece it together to
photograph it.
The riding boots are not the only
footwear our family saved. My parents
saved my first baby shoes. The custom
of bronzing baby shoes was popular in
the 1940’s and mine were duly
bronzed.
Clothing and shoes are a special
keepsake because they embraced the
wearer. And now we know that their
DNA is most likely still there. So
when Clara wears her greatgrandfather’s riding boots, she’s getting a special kind of hug from the
past.

St. Louis Post-Dispatch
November 11, 1940

John Corcoran’s bronzed baby shoes, a photo of little John, and notes on his progress,
1941. Shoe bronzing decreased in popularity in the 60’s,
but has enjoyed a recent resurgence.
St. Joseph Gazette-Herald
January 2, 1889
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No Time for Fashion!
by Linda Landes

des (1858-1942). When Henry Jr. was a young
boy, his parents traveled to Missouri to work the
farms. Henry’s father Henry Sr. went to work for
Church Vaughn who had no sons to help out on
the farm, so Henry Sr. left his son Henry with the
Vaughn family, where he had a place to stay and
went to school. The Vaughn farm was a couple of
miles from Bob and Charlie Ford, the same
Fords who killed Jesse James.
When Henry got older, he left the Vaughn
farm and moved to Richmond, Missouri where he
met and married Luvica Green. They had six children: Ella, Charles, Frank, Ralph, Nouna, and
Grace.
Henry Jr. then moved his family to St. Joseph,
Missouri and started to work on the railroad. HanHenry M. Landes (1829-1904), son of
Hannah Lane Landes daughter of
Benjamin Landes and Elizabeth
Robert Lane and Elizabeth Arment nah had to make the kids’ clothes and hers, but I
Kipps Landes. Henry married HanLane.
would imagine that not all of her clothes or the
nah Lane.
kids’ clothes were hand made.
Hannah taught her daughters how to sew, and
Henry M. Landes was a migrant farm worker. Henry
stayed at home, and took care of the family. Hannah wasn’t
and his family of 10 children would travel by covered
a very big lady, but when she spoke they all listened.
wagon to Missouri, Kentucky and Illinois to work the farms.
The picture here of Nouna Landes was featured on the
In those days when the migrant farm workers would be
cover of The Journal Spring 2013. The baby that Nouna is
working on a farm, and the farmer had no sons, the migrant
holding died a few months after the picture was taken. Most
family would leave one of their sons behind to live with the
of Nouna’s clothes were hand made, except for the hats, of
farmer.
course. I am sure as Nouna got older she also bought her
Life wasn’t all that good to the Landes family. Times
clothes instead of making them.

were tough and money was scarce so Hannah had to make
the clothes for all the kids plus herself. I just cannot imagine
what life was like back then.
Hannah Lane Landes was the daughter of Robert Lane
Additional
and Elizabeth Arment Lane. Hannah married Henry M.
pictures on next
Landes in 1855 and had 10 children. Again, with that many
page.
kids the wife had better know how to sew.
Henry and Hannah’s son was also named Henry M. Lan-

Luvica Green Landes, daughter of
John and Mary Green, and wife of
Henry Jr.

Henry M. Landes (1858-1942) son of
Henry and Hannah Landes
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Fashions of Nouna Landes
by Linda Landes

Note the picture at left below and the one above right were taken
by Shrader photographic studio. See our story about Shrader
photography on page 21. This mark dates the picture between
1901 and 1910.
Baby Nouna, taken
c. 1891 in
Richmond,
Missouri.

The Atlanta Constitution
February 15, 1900
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Five Generations Galore
by Jack Quinn

This photo was taken c. May 1971 in Bolkow, Missouri. This
family group is headed up by “Grandma Chivington” (Maxine
Jane Wales Chivington Kirby). Standing right Elma
(Chivington) Curnutt; standing middle Cecilia (Curnutt) Quinn;
standing left Cathy (Quinn) Kopanski; and sitting on his greatgreat-grandmother’s lap, Mickey Kopanski. Maxine Jane Chivington married Hugh Kirby at age 84 in 1968.

Left standing is Rick Beason holding his son Chad Beason. Next
right is Rick’s mother Dee (Curnutt) Owens, sister of next right
Cecilia (Curnutt) Quinn, then Cecelia’s son Jimmy Quinn, holding his son James Paul Quinn. Seated left is Maxine Jane Chivington, and right her daughter Elma (Chivington) Curnutt. This
photo was taken at the 50th wedding anniversary celebration for
Raymond and Elma Curnutt, Evans Circle, Mound City,
Missouri, November 1977.

Left to right: James “Jack” Donald Quinn, his son James Phillip Quinn, then grandson James Paul Quinn
Left: James Paul Quinn’s daughter, Kaley Margaret Quinn;
and finally Kaley’s daughter Charlotte Rose Quinn.

St. Joseph Gazette-Herald
August 12, 1883
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Treasured Quilt
by Terry E. Peterson

Sarah Ann (Pittsenbarger) Pittsenbarger, the original quilter.

While not a story of clothing, this is one involving sewing, people from Northwest Missouri, and several generations of quilts.
I currently possess a quilt that is about 122 years old and
still is in very good condition. This quilt was originally
quilted around 1896-1897 by Sarah Ann (Pittsenbarger)
Pittsenbarger for her daughter Sarah Elizabeth “Bessie”
Pittsenbarger Funk when Bessie was around 17 years old.
The family story
is that Sarah Ann
quilted a quilt for
each of her children (five total that
lived to adulthood)
when each was
around 17. At the

time, Sarah Ann and her
husband Isaac and their
children all lived in
Northwest Missouri
around King City in Gentry County. Since much
of this story is family lore,
I wondered if the age of
the quilt could possibly be
correct! I had it appraised
several years ago at a
quilt show and it was confirmed to indeed contain
materials and dyes from
the late 1890’s.
Bessie never used her
quilt but kept it preserved
to pass down to her
Lucy Elnora (Funk) Jennings,
daughter, Lucy Elnora
third in the quilt’s line
“Nora” Funk Jennings.
of succession.
Nora in turn kept it in a
cedar chest to be taken out occasionally and shown to others
with the comment that this would be given to her oldest
granddaughter – me, Terry E. Peterson. My mother, Betty
Lou Jennings Peterson, never had a problem with the quilt
passing over her and going to me!
My niece (the only female in the next generation), Shannon Terry Thompson Hill will eventually receive it and
hopefully will pass it along to her daughter, Riley Kristin
Hill, Sarah Ann’s 4th great-granddaughter. It is a treasured
item that we all feel privileged to have so many years later!
As to the other quilts that were passed down to Sarah
Ann’s other children, I have no idea if they survived. I
don’t believe Sarah Ann
intended that her children
should pass them down;
in those days you actually
used things like this! I
think my greatgrandmother Bessie just
(Continued on page 9)

Sarah Elizabeth “Bessie” (Pittsenbarger)
Funk inherited the quilt from her mother
Sarah Ann.
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The Journal

Terry E. Peterson, 2016. The quilt
bypassed her mother Betty Lou
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(Continued from page 8)

decided to hand them
down for some reason,
maybe because they
were from her
mother. I don’t recall
that she ever explained her bequests,
even though I knew
her well since I was
in my 30’s when she
died. There are other
quilts in our family that Bessie herself made
that were well used, just as intended!
My grandmother, like my Mom and me, was a “saver” so
I’m sure she was just following that mind-set when she
passed the quilt along. And I would never think of using it
given where it came from over a century ago! I have it on a
quilt rack out of any sunlight and I try to remember to refold
it every so often to keep the kinks out. I hope it makes its
way through another century of generations to come! 

Left, Shannon (Thompson) Hill and her daughter Riley Hill,
2018, the last in the current line of succession for the quilt.
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
September 6, 1896

The Weekly West, St. Joseph, MO
October 8, 1859

St. Joseph Herald
February 1, 1989
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New York Fashion
by Jack Quinn

These photos were taken in New York City c. 1900. Aunt Margaret Burke was
actually an in-law, married to my grand uncle Michael Burke. He was prospering
well in part ownership of a liquor store in New York City, but his partner ran off
with the money and left poor Uncle Mike to pay the creditors.


John James Burke
Margaret Burke, wife of Michael Burke,
New York City c. 1890’s

Thomas W. Burke, younger brother of
Michael. Note how the tie is tucked into
his shirt. My grandma said that Uncle
Tom was mild-mannered, but it was unwise for anyone to push him too far. He
died at a relatively young age of 69. This
photo probably was taken about 1900 in
northwest Missouri.

St. Joseph Herald
July 4, 1900

Picture on postcard of young girl assumed
to be the daughter of Margaret and Michael Burke who had died of scarlet fever
at a young age, according to family oral
history. Rear of card gave birth and death
information but her given name was not
legible.
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The Journal

Daughter of Michael and Margaret
(Irwin) Burke. Marguerite was born in
New York City on December 23, 1900, and
died there of scarlet fever July 9, 1908 at
the age of 7. it is estimated that Marguerite was about 3 years old when this photo
was taken, making the year about 1903.
Vol. 38 No. 2
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St. Joseph Herald
July 18, 1899

The Pittsburgh Press (PA)
December 24, 1897

St. Joseph Herald
July 27, 1909

St.
Joseph
Herald
August
10, 1894
St. Joseph Herald
July 1, 1896

Call for
Submissions
To produce The Journal, we need contributions from our membership, submissions of any and all genealogical articles, photos, sketches, letters, profiles,
research tips, your story of a research incident—anything that you think will be
of interest to other genealogists.
This is the place for us all to share what we have learned and discovered, and
to immortalize information about our families. We look forward to submissions
from all nine counties in the NWMGS community and indeed from around the
globe. Email submissions to thejournal@nwmogenealogy.com. Mail to P.O.
Box 382, 412 Felix, St. Joseph, MO, St. Joseph MO 64502.
The text of your story must be electronic text, not an image of text. You can
type your story in Word or even right into the body of your email. Please don’t
use PDF. Send pictures by .jpg or .png, and text in Word or email.
Pictures are one of our favorite things, so if you can’t scan them, bring them
to the Library and we’ll scan them and send them to the editor. If you scan
them, please set your scanner for a minimum of 600 dpi.
We can’t wait to hear from you!
Submission deadline for the March issue: February 15.
Submission deadline for the October issue: September 15.
If you miss the deadline, email us and we’ll let you know if we can fit it in, but
please try not to miss the deadlines.
Our next Journal theme for Spring 2019 will be Music. This theme might include all kinds of instruments, songwriting, learning music and instruments,
marching bands, orchestras, music stores, hymns, radios, phonographs, records,
singing, family songs, school performances, lullabies, whistling, folk instruments
like spoons, etc. Start gathering your stories and send them to us along with pictures of your ancestors, especially if they are making music in the photo.
The theme for Fall 2019 is Animals. Send in your suggestions for the theme
for Spring 2020! We look forward to your suggestions and submissions! 
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Do Clothes Make the Man (or Woman)?
by Bob Turpin

I remember someone handing me an autograph album to
sign years ago, either late in elementary school or early in
junior high. Ahead of me, someone had written:
“I take my pen into my hand and grasp your album tight;
But for my life I cannot think of anything to write.”
That’s where I was with this issue of The Journal. For
months, I have tried to come up with something clever or
insightful to share but, frankly, the Clothing theme evaded
me, or perhaps just didn’t engage me. Why is that? I think
because in my family, clothes were a necessity more than a
luxury.
I can remember my Grandmother Jessie Stuart Turpin
telling about how thrilled she and her two sisters were when
their mother made new dresses for them out of newlypurchased feed bags around 1900. I have heard stories of
great grandmothers spending long evenings darning and redarning socks so their sock lives could be stretched a bit
longer. But no one took pictures of these very ordinary and
rather mundane facts of life; they were too busy living the
experiences.
In more prosperous times, my grandmother recalled that
her parents were able to buy clothes and shoes for their six
children in Atchison, Kansas – but still made their under-

wear. In her own words, these are some of her early clothing
memories – going back 120 years:
Pappa and Mother took wheat to the mill in Atchison
twice a year. They brought back flour, sugar and coffee, and also our shoes, hats and all our clothes (or
material for Mother to use in making them.) She made
all our underwear; we never heard of knit underwear!
I think of my two grandfathers, and their very different
attires – and yet each was dressed very simply. My grandfather Granville Turpin liked “khakis.” Almost every time I
saw him he had on a matched set of khaki shirt and trousers;
the only question was – would they be tan or grey? He had
both, and likely no preference. They weren’t frivolous, they
were necessities. He wore them when we went fishing in
Minnesota; he wore them around the house when we came
to visit in St. Joseph. It’s just what he wore. Except on Sunday mornings, when he put on a white shirt and a Sears
Roebuck suit and
necktie for church.
Back at home, the
khakis quickly reappeared.
(Continued on page 13)

My grandfather Granville Turpin, of St.
Joseph, Missouri (above), was equally
comfortable in tan or grey “khakis.” His
daily wear was also good for vacations –
as in this picture that was snapped in
Yellowstone in 1936. (I have to say, my
grandmother Jessie Stuart Turpin was
“styling” for a long road trip with seven
family members in a Model A in the summertime!)
Left: Two of the Stuart girls – Claire Elizabeth at left and my grandmother Jessie Mary at
right, likely wearing their homemade underwear
in this photograph from the Sugar Creek community, southeast of Rushville, Missouri, in 1897.
Between them is their younger brother, Ben
Wellman Stuart, and behind are parents Ben F.
Stuart II and Mary Wellman Stuart.
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The Journal
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My grandfather Bob Hurst had similar clothing habits,
yet very different. Granddad Turpin had been a farmer, but
had moved to the city life of St. Joseph near the end of
World War II. My Granddad Bob remained a farmer in
Rushville, Missouri until his doctor told him he had to give
it up for health reasons. But, like my other grandfather, he
also sported two sets of daily clothing. He had his navy blue
bib overalls, and his blue and white striped bib overalls. As
to brand name, I still have a pair of his old overalls – and
they are clearly marked Sears. This grandfather also put on
a suit for Sunday morning worship – and funerals, but was
always quick to get that necktie off as soon as possible afterward. To him, there was just nothing more practical or
comfortable than a pair of bib overalls.
In my mind’s eye, I can clearly see my brother and me in
any one of several matching shirts – lovingly made by our
mother or one of our two grandmothers. If the shirts were a
bit “frilly” for little boys, it was probably because they were
made out of material left over from a dress-making project.
But generally they seemed to feature cowboys. In our fam-

Grandfather Bob Hurst, Sr., comfortable
in his overalls at his home in Rushville,
Missouri – 1970’s.

Matching flannel shirts – lovingly tailored by either our mother
or one of our grandmothers – Christmas 1954; my dad and
mom, Glenn and Betty Hurst Turpin, me and brother Jim
Turpin behind. Incidentally, long before “selfies,” my clever
father had devised a foot-enabled string attachment to his camera by which to take his own family portraits with a flick of his
foot. Didn’t do a bad job, either!

Matching shirts and overalls for me, at
left, and my brother Jim Turpin, Christmas 1949.

ily “clothes were clothes,” and that’s
just about all there was to it.
I was actually very fortunate on the
occasions when I got a brand-new,
homemade shirt created especially for
me. Being the year-and-a-half younger
brother, I generally got my brother
Jim’s “hand me downs” when he had
outgrown them. As children we were
always encouraged to take good care of
our clothing because it was expected
that after we outgrew them, the clothing would be passed on to someone
else. I’m not sure that I had a brand(Continued on page 14)

“Like Grandfather, Like Grandsons.” As kids, we were
comfortable in our jeans and suspenders, and an apparently-coordinated pair of T-Shirts on my older brother Jim
at left and me at far right. In between, our Rushville cousin
Bill Hurst sported a pair of bib overalls much like our
Granddad Bob’s.
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The Journal

60 years later the same three boys have added some girth and
grey hair, as well as another cousin, Lisa Hurst-McQueenEylar; in this shot, brother Jim is at left and I’m on right; cousin
Bill Hurst is still holding down the middle. No commentary on
the clothing here, other than that I’m the best-dressed.
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new winter coat of my very own until I
was in high school, but I was never
without a nice, warm coat, either, and
that’s what mattered. Again, clothing
was a matter of necessity.
Like my two grandfathers, my brother
and I always had a serviceable suit to
wear to church on Sunday mornings.
Our father was “big” on a warehouse
clothing store in Kansas City called
Robert Hall’s. We went there once a
year to pick out new suits, or sometimes
my brother got a new one, and I got his
old one – which was new to me. At any
rate, we dressed up for Sunday morning
worship – and that was an every Sunday
affair for our household.
As I look through some old family
photographs, the question “what were
Here is a picture of me at my Hurst
they thinking” comes to mind when I see grandparents’ in Rushville, Missouri on
some of the clothing combinations, inThanksgiving 1973. Let me say it before
cluding my own. Evidence: picture at
you do: “What was I thinking?” By the
right.
way, that device I’m standing next to was
We are all products of genetics and
an old corn-husker that my Granddad
Bob Hurst used to shell walnuts.
environment. I attribute my taste in
clothing to my apparent-fashionista
mom, Betty Hurst Turpin, and her older brother Robert Lee Hurst, who – for
years, was postmaster at Rushville. Can you see the similarities in our clothing
fashions, or might you prefer to label them clothing disasters? Evidence: photo
at far right.

This photo of my mom Betty Hurst
Turpin and her brother Robert Lee Hurst
was taken at a Hurst family reunion at
Sugar Lake about 1973.
Incidentally, these two siblings Betty
and Robert could also dress quite nattily–
as in this picture from the 1930’s, below.

(Continued on page 15)

St. Joseph News-Press
April 10, 1920

Just after World War II, my uncle Bobby Hurst (left) and dad, Glenn Turpin (right)
were happy to trade their service uniforms for more comfortable trousers – and their
wives, my aunt Peggy Seek Hurst (middle, left) and mom, Betty Hurst Turpin, are
sporting the post-War trousers as well! Rushville, Missouri - 1946
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The Journal
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Catherine “Kate” Yocam Turpin,
at left and at right.
(Continued from page 14)

So where does a family get its “taste”
in clothing? I suppose our heritage has
something to do with it. I’m not sure
what the occasion was, but this tin type
photograph from about 1880 of my great
grandmother Catherine “Kate” Yocam
Turpin, of near Rushville, Missouri,
depicts an interesting clothing style.
And here is the same great grandmother “Kate,” a few years later, c. 1890
– about the time of her marriage to my
great grandfather Napoleon Bonaparte
“Tone” Turpin II – and I must say,
she’s looking pretty good!
One thing I have noticed about old
family photos: if they’re taken outdoors,
most everyone had on a hat or cap of
some sort. That fact inspired this collage of family members, which I simply entitled “Hats!” I’ll spare you a very long caption by just saying they’re all parents,
grandparents, great grandparents or other relatives. Oh, and I’m tucked away in
there, too.
It looks as though I’ve given a shout-out to all of my parents and grandparents
except maternal grandmother Alice May Watts Hurst – so here she is, in St. Joseph, Missouri –
shortly before her
1922 marriage to
my grandfather
Robert Henry
Hurst. I can see
why she attracted
him!
So, when it
comes to clothing,
that’s my family
heritage. Not all
fancy, but magnificently functional.

Kate Turpin


Lincoln’s
stovepipe hat

Alice May Watts Hurst
1922
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Baby Eskimo
by Linda Evans

My father Richard Edward Evans (b. 1929, d. 2012) was
drafted into the U.S. Army during the Korean Conflict. He
and my mother Darlene Grace Karn (known as Grace) had
just been married a few months, on December 1, 1951.
When he was sent to basic training in Virginia, my mother
went with him when she was five or six months pregnant
with me. He was trained as a medic, and his unit was supposed to go to Korea, but before they shipped out, my Dad
got sick with strep throat and/or pneumonia (depending on
(Continued on page 17)

Baby Linda and mother Grace Evans, probably reading an air
mail letter from Daddy in Alaska.
Kinkaid Kronicle (Kincaid, KS)
March 25, 1892

The coat in 2018.
Above, the label
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who was telling the story), so he was in
the hospital when his unit left for Korea. And by that time, my mother had
already taken the train back to the Midwest from Virginia in anticipation of
his deployment, leaving my dad laid up
in the hospital in Virginia alone.
After he recovered, he was sent to
Fairbanks, Alaska with another unit.
My mother had returned to her parents’
farm outside of Troy, Kansas. I was
born in St. Joseph, Missouri, at the old
Mercy Hospital, also called the Osteopathic hospital on Faraon Street, while
Dad was in Alaska. His tour of duty
was not over until I was about nine
months old, but after I was born he
wanted to send a gift that reflected
where he was stationed. He chose a
beautiful baby-sized white fur coat
with a hood.
I still have the coat. It has lived the
last 60-plus years in a couple of different cedar chests, and is falling apart
due to the natural deterioration of age
(as everything inevitably does). The
photo of me in the coat was taken on
my grandparents’ farm and sent to my
Dad so he could see me in it. My
mother remarked that when she took
me places in the coat, people always
asked where it came from, since Alaskan fur coats for babies were not often
seen in Kansas or Missouri.
Not long after my dad returned from
Alaska, when he met me for the very
first time, we moved into an apartment
in St. Joseph, finally settling on the
hometown where I grew up.


Richard and Grace Karn Evans, expecting their first baby Linda, in front of the Virginia
apartment house they rented when he was in the Army. The landlady took the picture.

Fairbanks Daily News Miner
December 4, 1951

Adults left to right: Norma Karn, her mother Bernice Whetstine Karn, and the author’s
mother Darlene Grace Karn Evans. Baby is the author, Linda Evans.
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Granny Got a Boo-Boo?
Before

Have your
damaged
photos
retouched

After
Northwest Missouri Genealogical
Society offers a photo retouching
service. If you have a photo that has
been chewed by mice, water or fire
damaged, colored on by creative
children, or in any way damaged, we
will restore it for you digitally. While
some photos may be beyond repair, most
can be salvaged. If you have any
questions about pricing, please email us
at admin@nwmogenealogy.com.

How:
1. Scan:

Scan your photo as a JPG
file at 600 dpi or higher. If you can’t
scan it at that resolution, mail it or bring it to us at 412
Felix, St. Joseph, MO. If you bring it in person, we will
scan it while you wait. If you mail it, please include $5
postage for its return to you (that $5 will also cover return
of any prints you order, unless they are framed). If you
have more than one photo, scan one at a time (one
photo per JPG file). If you scan it yourself, email the
photo to us at admin@nwmogenealogy.com. Important:
make sure your photo is exactly square on the scanner
glass.
2. Pay: Retouching your photo is only $10, whether it
needs a little work or a lot! The service must be prepaid
and no refunds can be made except when we determine
that the photo is too much of a challenge for our resources.
You can pay by coming to the library at 412 Felix, St.
Joseph, MO or mailing us a check. If you come in person,
we also accept credit cards.
Northwest Missouri Genealogical Society The Journal

3. Voilà!: When we have your payment, we will do the
work and email and/or mail your finished photo back to
you. Allow two weeks for completion.

Additional Services:
• Printing of your retouched photo: 50 cents for any

size (8x10, 5x7, wallet).

• Framing of your printed retouched photo in a

surprise frame from our collection: $15 plus $10
postage for mailing.

• Lamination of your printed retouched photo:

$10 plus $5 postage for mailing.
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Homemade Summer Shirts
by Pat Farley Ward

In the mid to late 1960’s, when I
was 10 and 11 years old, my Mom,
Virginia Holub Farley, made summer
shirts for my sister Jackie and me.
Mom was not a seamstress and I
don’t remember her sewing any clothes
for us on a regular basis except for
those few summers when she sewed
shirts from newsprint patterns. I don’t
recall where this pattern originally
came from but my guess is that she
found a simple summer top that she
liked and would be easy to recreate. It
might have been one we had that had
worn out. She took it apart and traced
the front and back pieces onto newspaper, making a pattern that could be
used again and again. After sewing our
shirts she would fold up the pattern and
keep it for the next time. I’m sure she
used the same size pattern for my sis
and me as we were close in size and
age, only 18 months apart.
These shirts were very plain with a
small scoop neck, no sleeves and a
hem that curved slightly downward in
the front and back. Mom would buy
cotton material which was affordable,

cool in the summer and easy to wash.
We had quite a few of these “tops”, as
we called them, with many different
fabric designs. I especially remember
the fabric that looked like pieces sewn
together to look like a quilt.
To provide some decoration Mom
would sew rickrack on the neck and
arm holes. I remember going with her
to buy the fabric and picking out the
coordinating or contrasting colors of
rickrack.
Since these shirts were sleeveless we
only wore them in the summertime –
mostly around the house or on vacation. Mom used to refer to them as
“shirts to knock around in.” I know she
was only trying to save money by making our shirts and looking back I very
much appreciate the effort she put into
their construction. They weren’t awful
but I certainly wouldn’t have wanted to
wear them to school!
Now, every time I visit a craft store
and see rickrack for sale, I always
think of those shirts that Mom made
for us.


Pat on dock in Lake Okoboji, Iowa - 1966
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Author’s sister, Jackie, holding our dog,
Dinky, 1967. Mom just couldn’t keep
shoes on Jackie!

Pat and Jackie with Dinky Dog at Lake Okoboji, Iowa – 1966.
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Old-Fashioned Girls
Lafayette High School Yearbook “The Oak” 1920
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The Sweater
by Terry E. Peterson

My mother, Betty Lou (Jennings) Peterson never liked
to sew (I inherited this feeling from her!), I think in great
part because she didn’t need to! When my brother, sister
and I were growing up, her mother Lucy Elnora
“Nora” (Funk) Jennings was always supplying us with
clothes – play clothes made from feed sack material and
“dress up” clothes as well. She also did mending for us that
was needed – it was a labor of love for her as she adored
making things for us and also loved to sew.
My dad’s (Alvin Eugene Peterson) mother Nicholine
Christine (Wullum) Peterson was a fantastic seamstress –
in fact she was more of a tailor. She would frequently take
adult clothes that were no longer worn or worn out in places
and cut them up and remake the good parts into clothes for
her grandchildren. With two grandmothers busily sewing,
Mom didn’t need to sew for us!
Mom did, however, like to knit – mostly scarves, sweaters, hats and other small items and she knitted off and on
over most of her adult life. But this story is about what our
family came to refer to as “the sweater”!
She decided once to knit a sweater for Dad. He was about
6 feet tall and thin and had long arms – even for his height!
The pattern Mom used needed to be changed a little in order
for the sleeves to fit and she measured everything very carefully – she thought! But somehow, she ended up with 2
sleeves of different lengths – both longer than my Dad’s
long arms – and an uneven sweater body!
She had never knitted anything like that before – or after!
She was going to pull it out and do it again but Dad wanted
to keep it “as is” and so it was left as it is seen in this picture. It became a family “funny time” for Dad to get it out
every so often, put it on, often with some other silly thing,
and we’d all laugh and laugh at him and with him.
This picture, taken in 1970, shows him with a wig and
cowboy hat – I have no memory of why these items – but
I’m sure we were all laughing so hard at him and “the
sweater” that we had laughter tears!!
When my Mom passed away seven years ago, 15 years
after Dad, she still had “the sweater” and it remains in the
family with my sister Kristin Sue (Peterson) (Thompson)
Lyons as a great memory.
But no one could wear it like Dad!


Boys’ basketball
uniforms,
Lafayette High
School, St. Joseph,
Missouri, 1920

Girls’ gym
uniforms,
Lafayette High
School,
St. Joseph,
Missouri, 1920
(no id’s
provided)
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A Question of Time
by Pamela Dandurant Montgomery

Joseph Shrader was born on May 25, 1870, in Orel, Russia, to a merchant. In 1885, Shrader began serving as a
photographer’s apprentice. He immigrated to the United
States in 1892.
Shrader met Bertha Frank, a resident of Louisville, Kentucky, and married her in December 1900 in Memphis, Tennessee. The couple had one child, Gustave Joseph Shrader
Jr., called “Buddy.”
Shrader worked for photographers in Louisville, Kentucky; Memphis, Tennessee; Indianapolis, Indiana; Providence, Rhode Island; and New York City. In May 1901, he
opened a studio with his wife in St. Joseph, Missouri.
Shrader, who did much of his own developing, grew sick
from the chemicals and was forced to give up darkroom
work in 1910.
The Shraders went to Hot Springs (Garland County) that
same year for the thermal baths and met George H. Roberts, who owned Shinn Studio in Little Rock. Three months
later, the Shraders bought Roberts’s studio and named it
Shrader Studio. The October 21, 1910, Arkansas Gazette
article that announced Shrader’s arrival in Little Rock
spoke of his “artistic poses and his careful attention to every
detail.”
(Continued on page 23)

The Catholic Tribune
May 5, 1906

NWMGS member Marla Hathhorn wrote
to us asking if we could help pinpoint the
timeframe when this picture may have been
taken. The clue was the studio mark at the
bottom of the photo: Shrader, St. Joseph.
I found Gustave Joseph Shrader in the census of 1910, taken in April 1910, when he
operated his photography studio in St. Joseph.
I also located a website from the Encyclopedia of Arkansas History & Culture (http://
www.encyclopediaofarkansas.net/
encyclopedia/entry-detail.aspx?
entryID=2561). I obtained permission from
the Encyclopedia of Arkansas and Central
Arkansas Library System to reprint their very
interesting article about Gustave Shrader,
below.
Gustave Joseph Shrader (1870–1946)
Gustave Joseph Shrader was a photographer who was best known as the official photographer for the state Senate and House of
Representatives and for several Little Rock
(Pulaski County) schools.
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From its beginning, the Shrader Studio was family
owned and operated. Shrader was the photographer, and
his wife was business manager. They began training their
son to join the business, and he became the assistant manager. On December 2, 1933, a fire destroyed all their equipSt. Joseph Observer
November 14, 1908

ment and 150,000 to 200,000 negatives. After living in temporary housing at Peerless Engraving Company at 4th and
Louisiana, Shrader reopened at 305 Main Street with a
staff of about ten.
For many years, Shrader Studio was the photographer for
the [Arkansas] state Senate and House of Representatives.
Shrader was also the photographer for Little Rock Junior
College (now the University of Arkansas at Little Rock), its
School of Law, the School of Medicine at the University of
Arkansas (now the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences), Little Rock Senior High School (now Central High
School), Catholic High School for Boys, and Mount St.
Mary Academy, all in Little Rock. Among Arkansas Leaders described Shrader’s quality: “It is Shrader’s art to
bring out and dramatize the best in you as expressed by your
face. That is the difference between picture taking and
Shrader’s artistic photography.”
Shrader continued to operate the studio until his death on
June 5, 1946. He was buried in the Jewish section of Oakland Fraternal Cemetery in Little Rock. The Arkansas State
Archives has Shrader’s negatives in its collection.
For additional information:
Davis, Lex Bruce, compiler, and Harry Forrest Barnes, ed.
Among Arkansas Leaders. Little Rock: 1934.
“Photographer Joseph Shrader Dies.” Arkansas Gazette.
June 6, 1946, p. 10.
Lynn Ewbank
Arkansas History Commission and State Archives

The Catholic Tribune
March 1, 1910
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Daily Arkansas Gazette
June 11, 1920

Arkansas Democrat
July 3, 1920

Daily Arkansas Gazette
June 20, 1920

Joseph Shrader’s headstone
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What Goes Around Comes Around
St. Louis Post Dispatch
August 27, 1957

Davey Crockett postage stamp, 1967
This “king of the wild frontier” was famous for his coonskin cap.

Atchison Daily Globe
June 30, 1955
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Genealogical Will
by Kelly Alvarado

To thousands of genealogists, one of their primary concerns is what to do with their accumulated research when
they pass on. We hear it all the time: “Nobody else in the
family cares.” Nobody wants to think about all of the hard
work, time, and yes, MONEY, dedicated to their passion
being dumped in a landfill. So what can you do?
If you want anybody to seriously consider keeping your
files, organize them. Nothing says ‘worthless’ more than a
pile of loose papers. If you don’t take them seriously, nobody else will either. Unfortunately, very few people who
might receive your research papers have the time to go
through them one by one and make some sense of them all.
Of course, it would be better to organize them by person
and neatly put together in chronological order, with clear
notes and citations. But at minimum, have SOME kind of
order to them. If you do nothing else, sort them into piles of
like documents, i.e., birth certificates, death certificates,
wills, censuses, etc. Then put them in simple manila folders
and clearly label them. A stack of folders that are labeled
implies at least a minimal amount of importance. Now
would be a good time to cull out the random scraps of paper
that have chicken scratched dates on them. Yes, they meant
something when you wrote them, but if you don’t know
what they mean, nobody else surely will either.
Talk to your heirs. If they’ve already told you they are
going to put the whole mess in the trash bin, ask them to
reconsider. Is it simply because they aren’t interested?
Don’t have space? Don’t care? Try to overcome their objections. Perhaps a grandchild will be interested one day,
and couldn’t they hang on to it “just in case.” Does a box,
or two, or three, really take THAT much space in their attic
or basement? Maybe point out that most people do not get
interested in genealogy until their parents are gone, so their
interest may change in the future. And don’t forget the extended family. Look for second and third cousins who are
willing to assume the caretaking responsibilities.
Research what types of files your local or state historical
society will accept. Chances are they do not have the
budget to properly store and preserve filing cabinets full of
papers; however, some do accept such bequests. Remember, they will have to pay staff to create finding aids, as well
as archival boxes. If you’re able, a donation to cover such
costs will go a long way toward persuading them to take
your research product.
In general historical societies do not want copies of papers
that can be found elsewhere, such as birth and death certificates. They are more interested in personal letters and
ephemera that reflect the history of a time or place. If you
have quite a bit of these types of items, consider the possibility of breaking your collection apart to preserve those
pieces that are acceptable to an archival entity. Most of us
would find it heart wrenching to split our work up this way,
but it is worth asking yourself, “Isn’t it better to preserve
something if the alternative is to preserve nothing?”

Check with your local genealogy society. After all, who
better to love all your research than a fellow genealogists?! Keep in mind, however, that many genealogy societies reside within a local library or museum, so their
space may be extremely limited.
As our members are aware, the NWMGS is fortunate
enough to have our own library building and thus have the
capacity to accept larger donations, but we are the exception
rather than the rule. Again, having your items in proper
order may be the difference between acceptance and rejection. If your local society isn’t able to accept the files, ask if
they would be willing to place an article in their newsletter
letting other members know that you have the files and are
open to sharing them. Check with genealogy societies at any
place a branch of the family resided; maybe grandpa’s
brother went off to California for the gold rush and while
the bulk of your research doesn’t center around him, a society focused on the gold rush might be just the haven you are
looking for.
Search for a surname or geographic project. While these
are lesser known, there are thousands of them across the
country. If your family has a long history in one location,
or with a particular church, they may be more willing to
accept your collection, especially if you have items that tie
directly to the church, like newsletters or programs of
church activities. Look for your surname on one-name.org,
a group dedicated to those studying a particular surname. If
your surname isn’t there, consider registering it and beginning a study of your own. At the very least you may find
someone as interested as you are who would be willing to
be the guardian of your treasure.
Don’t discount digitizing your collection! You may be a
“paper person,” but not everybody is. If digitization is the
only way to pass it along, then so be it. Even if YOU never
use the electronic files, there is a fair chance that somebody
else in the future will. Once files are stored electronically,
making multiple copies can be very inexpensive.
Send electronic copies to your kids and grandkids, cousins, etc. No, they won’t all survive, because all forms of
electronic copies can be corrupted, but if a disaster should
happen to your home (think hurricane, flood, tornado) and it
destroys your originals, you will be glad you took the
time. If you aren’t computer savvy enough to scan the materials yourself, consider paying a high school or college
student to help you. It’s a part-time job they can do around
their social and academic calendar commitments that will
provide a little pocket money for them. The student doesn’t
need to know anything about genealogy to assist you with
the digitizing effort.
While all of these options take time to research, it is important that you do so while you are able. Too much time
and effort has gone into your research to let it all go to
waste. Organize, plan ahead, and seek out a proper refuge—
a descendant will thank you one day.
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To Digitize or Not to Digitize
by Kelly Alvarado

To digitize your genealogy records or not? For many reasons, I would encourage you to do so, but once the decision
is made to move forward, then what? Scanning hundreds of
pages is, without a doubt, a large investment of time and
energy. If you aren’t all that computer savvy this task can
seem overwhelming. But honestly, even those who were
raised with computers can find it daunting as well.
As with many tasks that seem insurmountable, it is best to
simply break it down into smaller pieces and get on with it.
The wonderful thing about finally getting around to scanning all of your documents is that it is a great way to get
them organized, if they are less than tidy when you begin. Let’s start with reviewing the basics about the various
formats of files that can be used.
There are essentially two types of digitizing for genealogy: photos and documents. For best results, it is important
that the right type of file be used. Printed documents, such
as birth and death certificates, are very simple because there
are few, if any, colors or shades other than the black of the
ink and the white of the paper. A scanner can easily detect
the difference and translate it to pixels.
On the other hand, pictures are far more complex. What
we refer to as “black and white” photographs are in fact
hundreds of shades of gray. When a picture is digitized, the
scanner turns a picture into thousands of pixels, or tiny
dots. The more dots there are per square inch (dots per inch
are called DPI), the more clarity the picture will have. When
scanning pictures, you will want to choose the setting on
your scanner with the highest DPI (usually 1200) for the
best quality. However, be aware that with a higher DPI, the
size of the file that is created will be larger as well simply
because more dots take up more space. Documents can be
scanned at the lowest DPI (usually 300), but pictures that
you want preserved in the best possible quality should be
scanned no lower than 600 DPI, which is often the maximum setting on home printers.
Now let’s talk about file types, starting with the most
common ones for pictures. JPEG stands for Joint Photographic Experts Group, which is the group that created the
standard. It is also referred to as JPG. A JPG file will lose
the quality of the picture when it is opened, saved, opened,
saved, opened, saved. The loss will be nearly invisible to
the naked eye, so you need not worry about it in most cases.
JPG’s also strip some file properties from the file in order to
make the file size smaller. JPG’s are good for color photographs and for printing from the file. PNG’s, or Portable
Network Graphics, are what is referred to as “lossless” files,
in that no matter how many times they are opened or used,
the quality of the file will remain the same. They also do not
strip any file properties, which of course, makes the files a
little bit larger. PNG’s are used mostly for websites and
other online usage. However, a PNG file will not print as
nicely as a JPG file of the same image. TIFF, which stands
for Tagged Image File Format, is also known as TIF. They

are very large files that do not compress the data in a
scanned filed. Think of file compression like a vacuum
packed food item. When a file is compressed it takes up
less space. PNG and JPG are compressed files. TIFF files
contain a lot of data about an image so they are favored in
photo editing software because you can do a lot more with a
file that has so much detail. PNG and JPG sacrifice this
detail in order to make the files smaller.
All of these files types have their pros and cons and knowing about them will help you choose the right one, depending on what you want to do with your images once they are
in digital format. Also keep in mind that you can almost
always change an image from one file type to another. So if
you have the space available it would be advisable to use
TIFF files at the highest resolution. Then you can save
them in a reduced file format at a later date, depending on
your needs, without actually having to touch the paper
photo again.
Keep in mind that sharing your photos via email is a great
idea, but each email program has its unique file size limits. Gmail, ATT, Thunderbird, Outlook, etc. all have their
own definition of what size is “too big”, but typically these
run around 20 MB. A single color 4 x 6 photo scanned at a
high DPI can easily exceed that limit, making it untenable to
share a large quantity of them via email. Think of all these
file types as garlic. There is garlic salt, garlic powder,
crushed garlic, whole garlic, etc. While they all give you a
taste of garlic, each one has its own use.
Documents are rather easy to deal with compared to photos. As confusing as this can be, remember that a document
can be saved as a picture. Nothing will stop you from doing
so. It’s just not considered prudent because doing so is a
huge waste of space, sort of like building a three-stall garage to store a bicycle.
The most common and easiest to use format for documents is the PDF, or Portable Document File. PDFs are
great for many reasons, but mainly because they are PORTABLE. The file can be read by just about any program on
any device. It barely matters what copier, scanner, phone or
device you use to create the file. And while “never say
never” is sage advice, especially when dealing with technology that is constantly being updated, it is a safe bet that the
PDF will be around for many years. Not all file types can
say that. The progression of file types is similar to music –
digital music replaced CD’s, which replaced cassettes,
which replaced 8-tracks, which replaced records. How many
of us still have 8-track tape players around?
Digitizing photos and documents runs the same inherent
risk of becoming obsolete, which is why you should still
retain your paper copies. However, paper copies have their
own risks as well, as every burnt courthouse can attest
to. PDF’s are relatively small, compact files that are easily
manipulated and handled. They are also extremely versa-
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tile, and for all these reasons should be the file type of
choice for documents.
Now that we’ve covered the types of files, let’s talk about
naming them. Think of file naming the same as if you were
handed a piece of paper and asked, “what is that?” Your
response would be something like, “A death certificate for
John Doe.” But you could also say, “John Doe’s death certificate.” Or you could just say, “It’s a death certificate” or
“It’s proof of John Doe’s death.” All of these would be perfectly reasonable explanations of what you have in your
hand, and no one description is more correct than another.
Naming your files is the same as naming a piece of paper. There is no one way that is absolutely correct, but keep
in mind that once you have all your papers digitized, you
will want to be able to find them quickly again at some
point in the future. A file name should also be perfectly
clear and explanatory to whoever may use it, which will
(hopefully) not always be yourself. If you plan to share
your files with family or a genealogical society, it is especially important that their content is clear. So let’s go over
some general guidelines for making file names.
Keep in mind that the default setting on almost every
computer is to show files in alphabetical order. Of course
you can change this, but for most people that order makes
the most sense and so it is left alone. For purposes of this
discussion, we will make the assumption that alphabetical
order is the standard. We will also assume that, like paper
files, you will want all the files for one person to appear
next to each other for ease of use. File names should generally not include special characters, like ampersands (&),
dollar signs, number signs (#), nor backward or forward
slashes (/ or \). Stick to letters, numbers, hyphens, and
dashes and you will be okay. Also, think carefully about the
use of spaces in file names. If you ever plan on using them
on a website, it is best to eliminate the spaces and replace
them with underscores. Let’s look at a variety of ways we
could name our death certificate for John Doe.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Doe, John – death certificate.pdf
John Doe – death cert.pdf
Death certificate – John Doe.pdf
DoeJohn-DeathCertificate.pdf
Doe_John-DC.pdf

This is a very small sampling of logical names for just one
document. Keeping all of our goals in mind, and remembering that we may very well have a dozen or so documents
for John Doe, which file name makes the most sense? #1 uses a special character (the comma), which should be
avoided simply because computers can misinterpret commas in some circumstances. #2 – while there is nothing inherently wrong with this example, think about the broader
scope of your documents. Besides wanting all of John’s
files together, wouldn’t you also want all of the Doe family
documents grouped together? By starting with his first
name instead of his surname, that will not happen. #3 – will

not produce the end result of having all of John’s file together. What it will produce is having all death certificates
together, which may be an acceptable method of grouping
your files, but is not necessarily the most efficient. #4 –
eliminates the use of the space but can be somewhat difficult to read for some people. #5 – eliminates the space and
replaces it with an underscore and uses an abbreviation for
death certificate. Typing a lot of underscores can be difficult and using abbreviations that may not be understood by
others could lead to issues if you are sharing the files. Let’s
take a look at what a full complement of John’s documents
might look like using the method from #4.
DoeJohn-BirthCert-1900.pdf
DoeJohn-Census-1910.pdf
DoeJohn-Census-1920.pdf
DoeJohn-DeathCert-1930.pdf
DoeJohn-MarriageCert-1925.pdf
DoeJohn-Will-1930.pdf
This method meets all of the basic goals of keeping John’s
files together and easily identified. But what if I wanted his
files to be in chronological order? Then this might be a better naming scheme:
DoeJohn-1900-BirthCert
DoeJohn-1910-Census
DoeJohn-1920-Census
DoeJohn-1925-MarriageCert
DoeJohn-1930-DeathCert
DoeJohn-1930-Will
A chronological listing is very helpful when analyzing
what documents you may still need to pursue, as you can
rather quickly see what is missing. Here is one more example with the file names expanded somewhat to show how
useful they can be made.
DoeJohn-1900Feb14-Birth-BostonMA
DoeJohn-1910Apr1-Census-BostonMA
DoeJohn-1920Jun1-Census-HartfordCT
DoeJohn-1925Dec25-MarriageToSusieSmith-NewYorkNY
DoeJohn-1930Oct13-Death-BozemanMT
DoeJohn-1930Oct14-Obit-BozemanMT
DoeJohn-1930Oct15-Obit-BostonMA
DoeJohn-1930Nov1-Will-LosAngelesCA
Note that while these dates are not in proper genealogical
format, putting the year first will make the files fall into approximate chronological order automatically. This method
also gives far more detail, so that if you only need a quick
reference to a date, you wouldn’t actually have to open the
file to look for it, as the information is right there in the
name.
Again, there is no right or wrong way to name your files,
but it is wise to think about what is the most logical for you
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to retrieve them before you begin to organize. And remember to be consistent
with whichever method you choose. You will thank yourself for it later. Remember when I said that digitizing could help you get organized? By using one of
these methods, or something similar, you can just begin by taking the top paper
off the stack and work your way through the pile. All of John’s papers do not
need to be together in the stack but they will all end up together in the computer.
Once you have the records all digitized, the next step is to share, share,
share. Don’t wait until you are “done” because we all know that never happens. Put a copy in your safe deposit box and update it every year (a great New
Year’s resolution!). Send a copy to a friend or family member in another state
who isn’t likely to be hit by the same natural disaster as you are. Send a copy to
your local genealogy society as well as to every other one where your ancestors
may have resided. Upload copies to Dropbox or any other cloud service. It is a
tremendous effort but there is an even greater reward knowing all of your hard
work is likely to survive and be appreciated in the future.


Duwane Dandurant in his WWII Coast
Guard uniform

Glasgow (MO) Weekly Times
December 5, 1850

Wathena Weekly Gazette
April 10, 1891

Glasgow (MO) Weekly Times
October 17, 1850
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Boys Will Be Boys—Eventually
by Pamela Dandurant Montgomery

In my stash of family photos, many
handed down by my aunt Mae “Sis”
Dandurant Townsend, I have some
pictures of baby boys all dressed up in
frills and curls for their photo opps.
Here they are, ready for their close-up.


Harry Paul Dandurant
July 26, 1914 to June 25, 1980
Son of Nellie Mae Grimm Dandurant and
Harry Paul Dandurant
Henry Harvey Buthman
January 19, 1914 to March 16, 1915
Son of Naomi King Buthman and John
Henry Buthman

Harry Paul Zackert
August 31, 1904 to September 26, 1990
Son of Euelia May Dandurant Zackert
and Anthony Zackert

Clarence Albertio Dandurant
October 7, 1906 to December 24, 1983
Son of Nellie Mae Grimm Dandurant and
Harry Paul Dandurant

Thomas Elmo Dandurant
December 20, 1890 to July 10, 1956
Son of Nellie Mae Grimm Dandurant and
Harry Paul Dandurant

St. Joseph Herald
April 2, 1890
Edward Franklin Ryan
July 14, 1908 to October 18, 1989
Son of Mary Gertrude Dandurant Ryan
and Thomas Ryan
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